Abstract | In this paper we describe a new technique for proving that a particular system is chaotic in topological sense, i.e. that it has positive topological entropy. This technique combines existence results based on the xed point index theory and computer-assisted computations, necessary to verify assumptions of the existence theorem. First we present an existence theorem for periodic points of maps, which could be appropriately homotoped with the deformed horseshoe map. As an example we consider the Chua's circuit. We prove the existence of in nitely many periodic points of Poincar e map associated with Chua's Circuit. We also show how to use this result to prove that the topological entropy of the Poincar e map and also of continuous system is positive.
Introduction
Chaotic behaviour is observed in laboratory experiments and simulations of many nonlinear systems. They are believed to be chaotic, however there is still lack of rigorous mathematical proofs of existence of chaos in particular systems. In this paper we describe a general method for proving the existence of chaos in dynamical systems. This technique can be used to prove the existence of an in nite number of periodic orbits for a given system and also to show that its topological entropy is positive. For systems with these two properties there exist trajectories with very complicated behaviour.
Recently Zgliczy nski 1996] proved the existence of an in nite number of periodic orbits for maps which could be appropriately homotoped with the horseshoe map. Here we present a modi cation of this theorem for maps with a deformed horseshoe embedded. This approach is di erent from the approach via Shilnikov's theorem (compare Matsumoto et al., 1993] ), where one can prove the existence of a homoclinic orbit and a horseshoe embedded in its neighbourhood. From that one can conclude the existence of in nitely many periodic orbits, but only for some unknown parameter values within a certain range. There is however no way to prove the existence of a horseshoe and an in nite number of periodic orbits for given values of parameters. Our method has the advantage that it allows to prove the existence of in nitely many periodic orbits for xed values of parameters.
In Sec. 2 we introduce the notion of the xed point index, horseshoe map and present main mathematical results. In Sec. 3 we describe an application of the theorems from Sec. 2 for the Chua's circuit. We prove rigorously using interval arithmetic that a deformed horseshoe is embedded within the Poincar e map and that there exist in nitely many periodic orbits for Chua's circuit. In Sec. 4 we show how to prove that the topological entropy of the system is positive. In Sec. 5 we compare theoretical results obtained for Chua's circuit with simulation results. We nd several other periodic orbits, showing that the behavior of Chua's circuit is even more complicated than the behaviour of a deformed horseshoe map. In conclusions we discuss limitations and possible generalizations of this technique.
In nite Number of Periodic Orbits
The existence theorem is based on the results of Zgliczy nski 1996] . The general method is to construct an appropriate homotopy connecting the considered map with the (deformed) horseshoe map. This allows to prove the existence of at least as many periodic orbits as for the horseshoe map. Let us rst describe the notion of the xed point index and introduce the de nition of the (deformed) horseshoe map.
Fixed point index
The xed point index theory we use was developed by Dold 1980] . By R and Zwe denote sets of real and integer numbers respectively. If U is a subset of R n we use the notation @U, U and intU for the boundary, closure and the interior of U respectively. Let G denote the class of pairs (f; U) such that f: V 7 ! R n is a continuous map, U is an open and bounded set such that U V R n and f has no xed points on @U, i.e. Fixf \ @U = ; where Fixf df = fx 2 V : f(x) = xg:
(1) Usually the xed point index is introduced using algebraic topology (compare Dold 1980, p. 202 ], Granas 1972] ). We will give an axiomatic de nition of the xed point index.
De nition 1 The xed point index is an integer valued function I: G 7 ! Zsatisfying the following axioms:
3. if U is a sum of a nite number of open sets U i , i = 1; : : :; m, such that U i \ U j \ Fixf = ; for i 6 = j, then I(f; U) = P m i=1 I(f; U i ), 4. if f: V 7 ! R n , f 0 : V 0 7 ! R m are continuous maps and (f; U), (f 0 ; U 0 ) belong to the class G (i.e. Fixf \@U = ;, Fixf 0 \@U 0 = ;), then I(f f 0 ; U U 0 ) = I(f; U)I(f 0 ; U 0 ), where f f 0 : V V 0 7 ! R n+m , 5. if F: V 0; 1] 7 ! R n is a homotopy 1 , U V and FixF t \ @U = ; for every t 2 0; 1] then I(F 0 ; U) = I(F 1 ; U).
For the proof of existence of function I satisfying the above axioms see Granas, 1972] or Dold, 1980] .
For a not necessarily open set N such that N V R n by index I(f; N) we will denote the xed point index of f with respect to the interior of N, i.e. I(f; N) df = I(f; intN). Let us recall the property of the xed point index, which states the existence of a xed point, if the xed point index is non-zero.
Remark 1 Let f: V 7 ! R n be a continuous map, U | an open bounded set such that U V R n . Let us assume that Fixf \ @U = ;. If I(f; U) 6 = 0 then Fixf \ U 6 = ;, Proof: This is a simple conclusion from part 3 of the De nition 1.
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The xed point index for a linear map can be easily computed (compare Dold, 1980, p. 206] ). Let f: R n 7 ! R n be a linear map. The set Fixf is compact if and only if +1 is not an eigenvalue of f. In such a case 0 2 R n is the only xed point of f and the xed point index of f with respect to an arbitrary neighbourhood U of 0 is equal to I(f; U) = (?1) ;
(2) where is a number of real eigenvalues of f such that > 1. Using the linearity of the horseshoe map it is possible to give the number of xed points with a given period and to compute corresponding xed point indices. Let us choose a natural number n, and a sequence (a 0 ; : : :; a n?1 ) with elements from the set f0; 1g. As the horseshoe is linear on N 0 , N 1 and each of the images h s (N 0 ), h s (N 1 ) covers sets N 0 , N 1 vertically, then it is clear that there exists a periodic point x of h s with period n (h n s (x) = x) such that its trajectory follows sequence (a 0 ; : : :; a n?1 ) (i.e., h i s (x) 2 N ai for i = 0, 1,..., n ? 1. The Jacobian of h n s at x is equal to J = 0:25 n 0 0 5 n :
Horseshoe map
+1 is not an eigenvalue of J. Hence there exists a neighbourhood U of point x, which does not contain other xed points of h n s . From equation (2) the xed point index of the pair (h n ; U) is non-zero. Because di erent sequences (a 0 ; : : :; a n?1 ) lead to di erent xed points of h n s and there are 2 n such sequences for given n, we conclude that there exist 2 n di erent xed points of the map h n s .
Deformed horseshoe map
The deformed horseshoe map h d is a map linear on N 0 and N 1 . For (x; y) 
Images of N 0 and N 1 under h d are shown in Fig. 2b .
From the de nition of the deformed Smale's horseshoe it follows that if x 2 N 1 then h d (x) 6 2 N 1 .
Hence there are no periodic points of h d corresponding to sequences containing subsequence (1; 1). Like in the case of the original Smale's horeshoe one can show that for every periodic point of the deformed horseshoe map the xed point index of h n d is di erent from zero. An interesting property of the deformed horseshoe map is that the original horseshoe map h s is embedded in the second iteration of h d .
2.4 Theorems on existence of in nitely many periodic orbits (in such a way that one of the sets f(N 0D ), f(N 0U ) is enclosed in M + , while the second one is enclosed in M ? , and similarly for horizontal edges of N 1 ) then for any nite sequence a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n?1 2 f0; 1g n there exists a point x satisfying f i (x) 2 N ai ; for i = 0; : : :; n ? 1 and f n (x) = x:
The next theorem considers maps with deformed horseshoe embedded. From the set of n-element sequences with elements from the set f0; 1g let us choose sequences, which do not contain the subsequence (1; 1):
T n = f (a 0 ; : : :; a n?1 ) 2 f0; 1g n : (a j ; a (j+1) mod n ) 6 = (1; 1) for 0 j < n g: sequence a = (a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n?1 ) 2 T n there exists a point x satisfying f i (x) 2 N ai for i = 0; : : :; n ? 1 and f n (x) = x:
Proof: As the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 (given in details by Zgliczy nski 1996]), we will present only a sketch of it. Let h d denote the deformed horseshoe map. Let F be a continuous homotopy connecting f with h d :
It is obvious that F 0 = f and F 1 = h d . The homotopy F is constructed in such a way that the assumptions of the theorem are ful lled for every function F ( 2 0; 1]). Let us choose a natural number n and a nite sequence a = (a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n?1 ) 2 T n . Let 
It is clear that there exists a xed point x of h n d satisfying h i d (x) 2 N ai for i = 0, 1,... , n ? 1. The proof that for the sequence a there exists x satisfying (7) consists of several steps.
First we prove that there are no xed points of the map F n+1 on the boundary of the set N a . From that one can conclude that the xed point index I(F n+1 ; N a ) of the map F n+1 with respect to N a is well de ned (compare De nition 1).
From homotopy invariance of the xed point index (De nition 1, axiom 5) we obtain I(f n ; N 0 a ) = I(F n 0 ; N 0 a ) = I(F n 1 ; N 1 a ) = I(h n d ; N 1 a ): Because the xed point index of h n d with respect to N 1 a is di erent from 0 we conclude that I(f n ; N 0 a ) is also di erent from zero, and hence (Remark 1) there exists a point x satisfying (7).
2
The above theorem was formulated for special positions of sets N 0 and N 1 on the real plane. But one can easily apply this theorem for di erent positions changing coordinates appropriately. In order to use Theorem 2 to prove the existence of in nitely many periodic orbits one has to show that images of sets N 0 , N 1 and their horizontal edges are included in certain subsets of the stripe P. When we use computer to perform this task one of the most important issues is the computation time. The most time-consuming is checking the rst assumption of Theorem 2 (namely f(N 0 ); f(N 1 ) P). If f is one-to-one then it is possible to weaken the rst assumption using the following intuitively clear lemma:
Lemma 1 Let f be one-to-one, N 0 , N 1 , P be de ned as above. If f(@N 0 ); f(@N 1 ) P then also f(N 0 ); f(N 1 ) P.
Proof: This is an immediate conclusion from Jordan's theorem Dold, 1980] .
As the condition f(@N 0 ) P can be checked much more quicker than the condition f(N 0 ) P (@N 0 is one-dimensional, while N 0 is two-dimensional), computation time can be considerably reduced.
In nitely Many Periodic Orbits for Chua's Circuit
We have applied the method presented in the previous section to the Poincar e map generated by the Chua's circuit Chua 1993] . The Chua's circuit is described by the following state equation: In our calculations we use the piece-wise linearity of the Chua's system. The state space R 3 can be divided into three open regions U = f x = (x; y; z) T 2 R 3 : x > 1 g, U 0 = f x = (x; y; z) T 2 R 3 : jxj < 1 g separated by planes V = f x 2 R 3 : x = 1 g. The state equation can be rewritten as: In the case of piece-wise linear systems it is natural to choose as a transversal plane one of the planes separating linear regions. Let us choose a transversal section = V + . The Poincar e map P : 7 ! is de ned by: (10) where t (x) is a trajectory of the system (9) based at x, (x) is the time needed for the trajectory t (x) to return to . If is transversal to the vector eld at x and P(x) then the existence of a continuous Poincar e map in the neighbourhood of x is ensured Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1983] . We will prove the existence of in nitely many periodic points of the map P. Periodic points of P correspond to periodic solutions of Eq. (9).
On the transversal plane we choose eight points We have proved that for the Poincar e map associated with the Chua's circuit and for qudrangles N 0 and N 1 de ned above the assumptions of Theorem 2 are ful lled. Details are given in the next subsections.
Interval arithmetic
To use the existence theorems given in Sec. 2 one has to check in every particular case whether the images of edges of sets N 0 , N 1 are included in appropriate subsets of the stripe P. To prove this one can use computer. The considered set is covered by rectangles. Then image of every of these rectangles is computed and the condition if this image lies appropriately with respect to sets N 0 , N 1 is checked. In order to take into account computational errors we have used interval arithmetics Alefeld & Herzberger, 1983 In order to check the results we have prepared another package for interval computations. It has been implemented using Borland Pascal and run on PC-486.
To use interval computations for proving mathematical theorems we must make several assumptions. (11) where is any of the following operators: +, ?, , =. Usually during preparation of a package for interval computations one assumes that all digits computed by computer are accurate. The easiest way to compute for example result of multiplication of two intervals a; b] and c; d] is to multiply ends of the intervals a c, a d, b c, b d, choose the smallest interval containing all of these four numbers and modify ends of this interval to take into account computer errors made during multiplication. There are more sophisticated methods requiring only two multiplications. Once we have four basic interval operations we can construct procedures for more complicated functions. During computations we have used functions sin, cos, exp. We also assumed that they are implemented properly, i.e. for every interval a; b] fun( a; b]) f fun(x): x 2 a; b] g; (12) where fun is any of the functions sin, cos, exp. This assumption can easily be checked (if we rst prove that basic operators are implemented properly) because functions sin, cos, exp are implemented using operators +, ?, , = (usually one uses a truncation of a Taylor series and takes account of errors caused by omitting components of greater order).
Existence of an in nite number of periodic orbits
In computer simulations, we have integrated Eqs. (9) using fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with time step 0:1. We have observed the deformed horseshoe embedded in the Poincar e map. In , N 0D = A 7 A 8 , P(N 1U ) P 1U , P(N 1D ) P 1D , P(N 0U ) P 0U , P(N 0D ) P 0D rectangle under Poincar e map. We have developed a procedure carying out this task. Detailed description of this procedure is given in the appendix. Once this procedure was ready we were able to check the three assumptions.
1. In the rst step we proved that there exists continuous Poincar e map de ned on N 0 N 1 . The set N 0 was covered by 574890 rectangles. The set N 1 was covered by 451 rectangles. We computed images of these rectangles under Poincar e map proving in this way the existence of continuous Poincar e map. 2. Vertical edges N 1L , N 1R were covered by 1501 and 1000 rectangles respectively. N 0L , N 0R were covered by 7631 and 7969 rectangles. We proved that images of all of these rectangles lie in the stripe P. 3. Horizontal edges N 1U , N 1D were covered by 1500 and 298 rectangles respectively. N 0U , N 0D were covered by 2986 and 30000 rectangles. We proved that f(N 1U ), f(N 1D ), f(N 0U ), f(N 0D ) are enclosed within the sets P 1U , P 1D , P 0U , P 0D shown in Fig. 6 .
The greater numbers in the case of N 0 are caused by stronger repelling action for trajectories starting in N 0 , especially in the neighbourhood of N 0D . In this region the unstable eigenvalue of the Jacobian was estimated to be greater than 30 in absolute value, while in the region N 1 both eigenvalues are stable (smaller than 1 in absolute value). 2 Using Theorems 2, 3 and Lemma 1 we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 4 For all parameter values in a su ciently small neighbourhood of (C 1 ; C 2 ; L; R; G a ; G b ; R 0 ) = (1; 9:3515; 0:06913; 0:33065;?3:4429;?2:1849;0:00036) the Poincar e map P has an in nite number of periodic points, strictly speaking for every nite sequence a = (a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n?1 ) 2 T n there exists x such that P i (x) 2 N ai for i = 0; : : :; n ? 1 and P n (x) = x: (13) Proof: From the rst part of Theorem 3 it follows that Poincar e map is continuous on N 0 N 1 . As the left-hand side of the state equation (9) ful lls global Lipschitz condition the Chua's system has the property of uniqueness of solutions. It follows that the Poincar e map is one-to-one. From the second and third part of Theorem 3 it follows that images of edges of sets N 0 and N 1 under P are enclosed in the interior of the stripe P. Hence from Lemma 1 P(N 0 ) P and P(N 1 ) P.
From the third part of Theorem 3 it is clear that the images of \horizontal" edges of quadrangles N 0 , N 1 lie inside the stripe P outside N 0 , N 1 . In particular the following conditions hold: P(N 0D ) M + , P(N 0U ) M ? , P(N 1D ) M ? , P(N 1U ) M 0 .
Thus the assuptions of Theorem 2 are ful lled and the proof is completed. 2
Topological Entropy
Dynamical systems, which behaves in a non-complex way have zero topological entropy. On the other hand chaotic systems possess positive topological entropy. In some papers chaotic system is from de nition a system with positive topological entropy. Hence, it is very important to be able to nd or estimate the topological entropy of the system. In this section we prove that topological entropy of the Poincar e map is positive. Later we will also show that the topological entropy of the continuous system de ned by Eqs. (9) is positive.
Topological entropy of the Poincar e map
In this subsection we will estimate from below the topological entropy of Poincar e map. Topological entropy h(') of a discrete dynamical system (X; ') characterizes \mixing" of points of X by the map '. One of important properties of topological entropy is its invariance on topological conjugacy, i.e. if systems (X; ') and (Y; ) are topologically conjugate 2 , then h(') = h( ). De nition 4 is not convenient for computations. For estimation of topological entropy we will use the equivalent de nition based on the notion of (n; ")-separated sets.
De nition 5 A set E X is called (n; ")-separated if for every two di erent points x; y 2 E, there exists 0 j < n such that %(' j (x); ' j (y)) > ". 
where s n (") = maxf card E : E is (n; ")-separated g We will use the above formula to estimate the topological entropy of P. Let T n be de ned in (6). Let us denote the cardinality of T n by P n . First we will give two lemmas concerning P n .
Lemma 2 The formula for P n reads: 8 < :
P 1 = 1; P 2 = 3; P n = P n?1 + P n?2 n 3:
Proof: The proof involves some basic combinatorial operations.
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The next lemma gives a nonrecurrence formula for P n .
Lemma 3 P n = z n 1 + z n 2 ; Proof: This lemma can be easily proved with the generating function method.
Remark 2 P n is the number of xed points of map h n d .
Now we can compute the lower bound of topological entropy of the map P. Theorem 6 Let P be a Poincar e map de ned in (10). Then for all parameter values in a suciently small neighbourhood of (C 1 ; C 2 ; L; R; G a ; G b ; R 0 ) = (1; 9:3515; 0:06913;0:33065; ?3:4429; ?2:1849; 0:00036) h(P) log 1 + p 5 2 :
Proof: Let us choose inf x2N0;y2N1 f d(x; y) g. Let us choose a positive integer n, and a positive real " < . For every sequence a 2 T n we choose x a satisfying (7). From Theorem 2 it follows that such x a exists. Let us de ne E n = fx a g a2Tn : We will show that the set E n is (n; ")-separated. Let us choose two di erent points x a , x b . If sequences a; b 2 T n are di erent then there exist 0 i < n such that a i 6 = b i . From (13) it follows that P i (x a ) 2 N ai and P i (x b ) 2 N bi . Because " < inf x2N0;y2N1 f d(x; y) g then d(P i (x a ); P i (x b )) > " and E n is (n; ")-separated. The cardinality of E n is P n . Hence s n (") P n . There are other possibilities to estimate topological entropy using the number of periodic orbits. The most famous result is Bowen's theorem concerning axiom A di eomorphism 3 . Topological entropy of an axiom A di eomorphism is equal to h(') = lim n!1 logC(' n ) n ; where C(' n ) denotes the number of xed points of ' n Szlenk, 1984, Theorem. 5.9.7, p. 258]. Unfortunately we cannot use this theorem in our case due to very restrictive assumptions. It is possible to show that for the Poincar e map P the decomposition into stable and unstable directions on N 0 N 1 does not exist.
The next possibility is to compute the topological entropy of the subshift on two symbols using its transition matrix. Let : 2 7 ! 2 be a Bernoulli shift de ned on a space of in nite sequences with elements from the set f0; 1g. Let d be a subset of 2 composed of sequences which does not contain subsequence (1; 1). d is invariant under shift . Subshift j d corresponding to the deformed horseshoe map has a transition matrix equal to A = 1 1 1 0 :
Topological entropy of a subshift with transition matrix A equals to the logarithm of an eigenvalue 1 of A such that 1 j j j for all eigenvalues of A Robinson, 1995, Theorem 1.9, p. 340] . From that we obtain h( j d ) = ? 1 + p 5 =2. In order to use this result to estimate the topological entropy of the Poincar e map one has to prove that there exists a semiconjugacy 4 between P and j d i.e., there exist a continuous surjection g: N 1 N 2 7 ! d such that g P = g. After proving that P and j d are semiconjugate the topological entropy h(P) can be estimated from below in the following way: h(P) h( j d ) Robinson, 1995, Theorem 1.7, p. 340] . This is another proof of Theorem 6. 3 We say that di eomorphism ' de ned on manifold M is an axiom A di eomorphism if the set of nonwandering points (') is hiperbolic and periodic points of ' are dense in ('). A set E is called hiperbolic if in every point x 2 E there exists a decomposition into stable and unstable directions and this decomposition is continuous. A point x is called nonwandering if for every neighbourhood U of x and for every n > 0 there exists m > n such that ' m (U) \ U 6 = ;. 4 We say that maps f:X 7 ! X and g: Y 7 ! Y are semiconjugate if there exist a continuous surjection k: X 7 ! Y such that k f = g k. For semiconjugate maps f, g we have the following inequality h(f) h(g).
Topological entropy of the ow
First we will introduce the de nition of the topological entropy for continuous systems Fomin et al., 1980] .
De nition 6 A dynamical system on X is the triplet (X; T; ), where T = R (a continuous dynamical system or a ow) or T = Z(a discrete dynamical system or a cascade) and is a continuous map from the product space X T into the space X satisfying the following axioms: (x; 0) = x, ( (x; t 1 ); t 2 ) = (x; t 1 + t 2 ) for every x 2 X and t 1 ; t 2 2 T.
An important class of continuous dynamical systems are systems generated by ordinary autonomous di erential equations dx dt = F(x) possessing the property of uniqueness of solutions Guckenheimer & Holmes 1983 ]. Chua's circuit is an example of such a system.
The notion of topological entropy can be extended to continuous systems. Let (X; R; ) be a continuous dynamical system.
De nition 7 Topological entropy of a ow (X; R; ) is a topological entropy of the map 1 h( ) df = h ( 1 ); (18) where t : X 7 ! X is de ned as t (x) df = (x; t).
The following theorem Fomin et al., 1980, p. 218] states that this de nition is natural.
Theorem 7 Let (X; R; ) be a continuous dynamical system. Then h( t ) = jtj h( 1 ).
Existence of an in nite number of periodic orbits can be used to prove that the topological entropy of the ow is positive. Similarly we de ne N 1 ( ). There exists such that trajectories starting from points belonging to N 0 (3 ) intersect rst time at the point belonging to N 0 0 and such that trajectories starting from points belonging to N 1 (3 ) intersect rst time at the point belonging to N 0 1 . Existence of such positive follows from transversality of the ow to the plane on the set N 0 0 N 0 1 . Let us denote by M the set of points belonging to trajectories starting from N 0 N 1 until they return to the plane M = fx: x = (y; t) for some y 2 N 0 N 1 and t 2 0; (y)]g: Let us choose t such that d(x; (x; t)) < for every x 2 M. Existence of t > 0 follows from compactness of M. Let N be a natural number greater than T=t. Let E n be like in (4.1) the set of xed points of P n indexed by sequences a 2 T n . We will show that E n is (Nn; )-separated with respect to the map t : R 3 7 ! R 3 de ned by t (x) = (x; t), i.e., for any two di erent points x a ; x b 2 E n there exists 0 j < nN such that d( (x a ; jt); (x b ; jt)) > .
Suppose that sequences a and b are di erent and that for x a ; x b 2 E n the condition d( (x a ; jt); (x b ; jt)) holds for every natural j 2 f0; Nn ? 1g. We will show that sequences a and b are equal.
Let i 2 f0; ng be the smallest integer number with a i 6 = b i . Assume that a i = 0. Becasue t moves points not more than then before intersection of the trajectory with the set N 0 a discrete trajectory must fall into the set N 0 (2 ) n N 0 ( ). Hence there exists p 2 f0; Nn ? 1g such that (x a ; pt) 2 N 0 (2 ) n N 0 ( ). Now we address the problem how the number of all periodic orbits of the Poincar e map P is related to the number of periodic orbits, existence of which was proved before. Results presented in this section are obtained from numerical experiments, hence they are not proved rigorously.
In Sec. 3 we proved (compare Theorem 4) that for every sequence a = (a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n?1 ) 2 T n there exists a periodic point x of P trajectory of which follows this sequence. The number C(n) of xed points of P n existence of which is guaranteed by Theorem 4 grows with n according to Eqs. (15) and (16). Let us denote by O(n) the number of di erent period-n orbits, composed of these xed points. O(n) is much smaller than C(n) as several xed points of P n correspond to the same periodic orbit and there are some xed poins of P n with period smaller than n. In Table 1 we summarize the values of O(n) and C(n) for n smaller than 11. For example for n = 2 there is only one period-2 orbit of P corresponding to the sequence (0; 1) and there are three xed points of P 2 with sequences (0; 0), (0; 1) and (1; 0).
In order to nd other periodic orbits we used a heurestic identi cation procedure based on time series obtained by numerical integration of the system. The trajectory of the Poincar e map consisting of 200000 points was saved. For this task the Runge-Kutta integration algorithm with time step 0:1 was used. For the identi cation of periodic orbits we used the method introduced by Lathrop & Kostelich 1989] and its modi cations (compare Ogorza lek & Galias 1993] ). In Fig. 7 on the left side we show some of the periodic orbits found. On he right side we present corresponding periodic orbits of the continuous system. We use the following notation: by m;n we denote periodic orbit with m and n scrolls around the points P + and P ? respectively, where P + and P ? are symmetric equilibria of the Chua's system. The existence n O(n) C(n) sequences Table 1 : O(n) | the number of di erent periodic orbits of period n, C(n) | the number of xed points of P n of the orbits (a), (b) and (c) is guaranteed by Theorem 4. These are all of the periodic orbits with period less than four, which exist according to Theorem 4 (compare Table 1 ). Apart from these orbits we have found many other periodic orbits. Some of them are shown in Fig. 7d{h . These orbits are not fully enclosed in the set N 0 N 1 , so Theorem 4 does not say anything about them. All of these orbits have period 2. Orbits (d), (e) are enclosed within the right part of the attractor, and have three and four scrolls around P + . Note that also orbit (c) has three scrolls around P + , but orbits (c) and (d) are di erent, the rst one is period-3 orbit and is enclosed in N 0 N 1 while the second is period-2 orbit lying outside of N 0 N 1 . The last three orbits (f), (g) and (h) visit both sides of the attractor. Apart from the periodic orbits shown we have found several other periodic orbits. There are many low period orbits of P with corresponding orbit of continuous system with many scrolls in the second part of the double-scroll attractor.
The double scroll attractor is composed of two parts symmetric with respect to the origin. Trajectories starting from N 0 N 1 return to the transversal plane without entering the second part of the attractor. Hence it is not possible to explain the whole dynamics of the double scroll attractor by investigation of Poincar e map on the set N 0 N 1 . Deformed horseshoe map embedded within the Poincar e map was also observed for parameter values for which the R ossler-type attractor exists (although we did not prove this fact rigorously). Moreover we have also found periodic orbits (compare Fig.7d ,e ) staying all the time in the one part of the attractor (so they belong to one R ossler-type attractor), existence of which does not follow from Theorem 4. This is an indication that the Poincar e map of the R ossler-type attractor has more complex dynamics than deformed horseshoe map. The double-scroll attractor is born by the collision of two symmetric R ossler-type attractors, and hence its dynamics is much more complex than the one on the R ossler-type attractor.
From the above considerations it follows that the dynamics of the Poincar e map is much more complicated that the one of the deformed horseshoe. The topological entropy of the Poincar e map is then probably much greater than the estimation obtained with periodic orbits of the deformed horseshoe map (compare Eq. (17)). There are some regions in the plane with much greater number of periodic orbits for given n than in the region N 0 N 1 . Trajectories which enter the second region sometimes stay in this region for a long time before coming back to the transversal plane increasing the topological entropy of P.
We made a simulation in order to compare how sets N 0 and N 1 are related to the chaotic trajectory obtained in computer simulations. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . Chaotic trajectory intersects both of the sets N 0 and N 1 , creating very complicated sequence of symbols. This is another con rmation that the behaviour of Chua's circuit observed in experiments is complex.
Conclusions
The techinque for proving the existence of in nitely many periodic orbits for maps with deformed horseshoe embedded was presented. This technique is based on construction of an appropriate homotopy between considered map and the deformed horseshoe map, for which dynamical behaviour is much better known. It provides a strong description of the dynamics of the considered system (dynamics of it is at least as complicated as for the deformed horseshoe map). This technique was successfully applied to the Chua's circuit. Using interval arithmetics we carried out a computer assisted proof of existence of in nitely many periodic orbits for Chua's circuit. This result was then used to estimate from below the topological entropy of the system. We proved that it is positive. Finally we proved that the topological entropy of the ow generated by equations describing Chua's circuit is positive.
An alternative method is based on Shilnikov's theorem Tresser, 1984] . When using this theorem the only thing one has to prove is the existence of homoclinic orbit and some relations between eigenvalues of the system at the homoclinic point. Then from Shilnikov's theorem it follows that there exists a Smale's horseshoe and an in nite number of periodic orbits in the neighbourhood of this homoclinic orbit. The problem is that usually we are not able to prove the existence of homoclinic orbit for a given set of parameters. We are able to nd an interval containing a point for which there exists a homoclinic orbit. In paper Matsumoto et al., 1993 ] the existence of homoclinic orbit for Chua's system was proved for some unknown parameter values. In contrast with methods based on the Shilnikov's theorem, using the method presented in this paper one can show the existence of in nitely many periodic orbits for a given set of parameters. Another advantage of this method is that it can be applied practically without any modi cations for di erent (not piece-wise linear) types of nonlinearities. If fact it can be used for any di erential equations, for which the numerical integration gives the Poincar e map similar to the deformed horseshoe. In that case, however, one has to take into account errors caused by numerical integration Galias & Zgliczy nski, 1996] . It is also possible to generalize the method for the case of greater number of quadrangles and for di erent deformations of horseshoe map Zgliczy nski, 1996] .
The methods for proving the existence of horseshoe map or positivity of topological entropy are sometimes understood as methods for proving chaos. But most often the system is called chaotic (there are many de nitions in the literature) if there exists a chaotic attractor for that system (for the de nition of chaotic attractor see for example Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1983] ). The method presented in this paper and also methods based on Shilnikov's theorem are not capable to prove the existence of a chaotic attractor. The existence on an in nite number of periodic orbits and positivity of topological entropy are conditions weaker than the existence of a chaotic attractor. It is possible that we do not observe chaotic trajectories although topological entropy is positive because trajectories are repelled from the region with positive entropy. Hence this types of proofs of existence of chaos should be considered as incomplete. 
Computation of an image of a point after timet
In the linear regions the state equation has the form _ x = A i (x ? p i ). Hence the image of an rectanglex after timet can be computed using the following formula:
The above formula is true under assumption that trajectory stays in one of the linear regions U 0 , U + for the timet.
Computation of the return time
Computation of the return time is the most complicated and time consuming part of the procedure for the evaluation of P. It will be described for the case of a trajectory starting and returning to V + after passing through the region U + . The procedure in the second case (passing through U 0 ) is similar. Let us assume thatx is a rectangle, enclosed in the plane V + . The procedure for computation of the return time consists of several steps. 2. Finding maximum t 2 such that '(x; (0; t 2 ]) is enclosed in U + . First we choose t and we set the initial values t min = t 1 and t max = t 1 + t . If'(x; t min ; t max ]) U + then we increse t min to the value of t max . In the opposite case we decrease t and repeat checking of the condition. The procedure is continued while t is greater than some positive number " 1 . begin choose t > 0; t min = t 1 ; while t > " 1 do begin t max = t min + t ; y ='(x; t min ; t max ]); if (inf(ŷ T e 1 ) > 1) then begin 4. As'(x; (0; t 2 ]) is enclosed in U + and'(x; t 3 ) is enclosed in U 0 the set'(x; t 2 ; t 3 ]) contains the image of the setx under Poincar e map. Hence the return time belongs to the intervalt = t 2 ; t 3 ]. 5. In order to check the continuity of the Poincar e map one has to check the following condition. If he state variable x decreases on the set'(x; t 2 ; t 3 ]) t (i.e., the vector els has nonzero component in the direction of x axis) then the plane x = 1 is transversal to the ow on P(x). In this case the Poincar e map is continuous onx.
Computation of an image of the set under Poincar e map When the procedure for return time is ready the computation of Poincar e map is easy. Let us assume thatx is a rectangle enclosed in the plane V + = f (x; y; z) T : x = 1 g. Let us aslo assume that this interval is enclosed in the part of V + with negative component of vector eld in the direction of the x axis. The full Poincar e map P can be decomposed into two halfmaps P 1 , P 2 . The rst map corresponds to passing through U 0 , while the second one passing through U + . First we nd the return timet 0 = t 0min ; t 0 max ] of trajectories staring fromx to the plane x = 1. The image ofx under the rst halfmap can be found using the following formula:P 
